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Analysis of Correlated Data with SAS and RCRC Press, 2007

	Previously known as Statistical Methods for Health Sciences, this bestselling resource is one of the first books to discuss the methodologies used for the analysis of clustered and correlated data. While the fundamental objectives of its predecessors remain the same, Analysis of Correlated Data with SAS and R, Third Edition incorporates...
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Geometric Folding Algorithms: Linkages, Origami, PolyhedraCambridge University Press, 2007

	How can linkages, pieces of paper, and polyhedra be folded? The authors present hundreds of results and over 60 unsolved 'open problems' in this comprehensive look at the mathematics of folding, with an emphasis on algorithmic or computational aspects. Folding and unfolding problems have been implicit since Albrecht Dürer in the...
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Hybrid Algorithms for Service, Computing and Manufacturing Systems: Routing and Scheduling SolutionsIGI Global, 2011

	
		In a global, highly competitive environment, organizations face increasing economic pressure and customer demands for more complex products and services. Hybrid algorithms have the potential to play an important role in helping organizations achieve cost reduction and increased product development.

	
		Hybrid Algorithms...
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JavaScript: A Beginner's Guide, Fourth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	
		Fully updated for the latest JavaScript standard and featuring a new chapter on HTML5 and jQuery

	
		JavaScript: A Beginner's Guide shows how to create dynamic Web pages complete with special effects using today's leading Web development language. With the growth of HTML 5, JavaScript is expected to grow...
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Atari RootsReston Pub. Co, 1984

	
		Many books have been written about 6502 assembly language. But this book is different in several important ways. Until now, there have been two main kinds of books about 6502 assembly language. There are generic books that make no mention of Atari computers, and there are reference books that...
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A Century of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at MIT, 1882-1982Apress, 1985

	
		The book's text and many photographs introduce readers to the renowned teachers and researchers who are still well known in engineering circles.

	
		Electrical engineering is a protean profession. Today the field embraces many disciplines that seem far removed from its roots in the telegraph, telephone, electric...
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Adaptive Filtering (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	The field of Digital Signal Processing has developed so fast in the last two decades that it can be found in the graduate and undergraduate programs of most universities. This development is related to the growing available techno logies for implementing digital signal processing algorithms. The tremendous growth of development in the...
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Embedded C Programming and the Microchip PICDelmar Cengage Learning, 2003

	This new book is carefully designed to teach C language programming as it applies to embedded microcontrollers and to fuel knowledge in the application of the Microchip family of PIC microcontrollers. Coverage begins with a step-by-step exploration of the C language showing readers how to create C language programs to solve problems. PIC...
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Digital Signal Processing Using MATLAB Version 4: A Bookware Companions Problems Book (A volume in the PWS BookWare Companion Series)Cengage Learning, 1996

	From the beginning of the last decade we have witnessed a revolution in computer technology and an explosion in user-friendly applications.This revolution is still continuing today with low-cost personal computer systems that rival the performance of expensive workstations. This technological prowess should be brought to bear on the...
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Modelling Metabolism with MathematicaCRC Press, 2003

	With the advent of sophisticated general programming environments like Mathematica, the task of developing new models of metabolism and visualizing their responses has become accessible to students of biochemistry and the life sciences in general. Modelling Metabolism with Mathematica presents the approaches, methods, tools, and algorithms...
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The Art of Modeling in Science and Engineering with MathematicaCRC Press, 1999

	Modeling is practiced in engineering and all physical sciences. Many specialized texts exist - written at a high level - that cover this subject. However, students and even professionals often experience difficulties in setting up and solving even the simplest of models. This can be attributed to three difficulties: the proper choice of model,...
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Proceedings of the Eighth Workshop on Algorithm Engineering and Experiments and the Third Workshop (Proceedings in Applied Mathematics)SIAM, 1987

	The annual Workshop on Algorithm Engineering and Experiments (ALENEX) provides a forum for the presentation of original research in all aspects of algorithm engineering, including the implementation and experimental evaluation of algorithms and data structures. The workshop was sponsored by SIAM, the Society for Industrial and Applied...
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